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 Sundown on a rocky kopje when the
warm glow from the day escapes 
from the stones into a hazy mirage. 
Sandy stripes for a sunny feel. 

TSAVO SUNSET

Available in the
following sizes:
XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
* Every basket unique.

The Taita Tribe in Southern Kenya have been weaving 
these traditional sisal baskets for generations. 
Originally used as containers for storing their harvests, 
these decorative baskets are now used in modern 
interiors adding a twist of ethnic African character.

Hand-woven out of natural sisal fiber, grown in villages 
in southern Kenya, the baskets are organic and 100% 
locally produced. Every basket comes with a unique 
story and the face, place and name of the weaver. 

By hand-weaving these unique, natural and beautiful 
baskets the Taita tribes are creating a sustainable 
source of income for themselves and becoming less 
dependent on the fragile ecosystem of southern 
Kenya. 

The proceeds go towards thier families’
livelihoods and education as well as improving training 
facilities and building the capacity of the basket 
weavers co-operative.

AFRICAN VIOLET 

The little velvet petals of the 
African violet flower bloom
after the rains adding droplets
of colour to the harsh desert. 
  

Available in the
following sizes:
XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
* Every basket unique.

 

 

Red ochre soil plasters the walls of 
thatched mud huts, charcoal dust 
in mounds from last nights fire.
Coloured using natural dyes from the
bark of hardy desert trees, charcoal 
and minerals from the rich soil of Tsavo.

TRIBAL EARTH

Available in the
following sizes:
XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
* Every basket unique.



Available in the
following sizes:
XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
* Every basket unique.

Available in the
following sizes:
XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
* Every basket unique.

Honey hues and pollen pops inspired by
the famous African Acacia trees
that blossom with yellow pompoms
just before the rains. 
The bees go wild!

 

Available in the
following sizes:
XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
* Every basket unique.

ACACIA POLLEN

Teal tides roll over the reef bringing
inky blues from the Indian Ocean. 
Splash around some cool blue hues!  

indian ocean

Available in the
following sizes:
XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
* Every basket unique.

Bold and bright, these baskets will add
some pop to any place. Inspired by the
hot dusk evenings when the pink sun sinks
below the red oxide horizon of Tanzania. 

The leafy explosion that happens in this 
arid environment after a long awaited rainy
season brings new life and excitement. 
Perfect for your potted plants. 

 

 

desert rose

Bush safari


